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LINEAR MATRIX EQUATIONS, CONTROLLABILITY AND
OBSERVABILITY, AND THE RANK OF SOLUTIONS*

HARALD K. WIMMERf

Abstract. The equation

* fikA iXB C
i,k

is studied. The controllability matrix of (A, C) and the observability matrix of (B, C) yield bounds for the rank
ofX. If the solution X is unique it can be expressed in the form

X hikA iCBk.
i,k

The coefficients hik are determined by an auxiliary equation oftype (,), where the right-hand side is a rank one
matrix.
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1. Introduction. The starting point for our investigation is the paper by de Souza
and Bhattacharyya [3 on the matrix equation

(1.1) AX-XB C.

In this note we will study the more general equation

p-lq-I

(1.2) ., Z fkA ixok C
i=0k=0

where A, B, and C are complex matrices of size p X p, q q, and p q, respectively,
andf C. Let us first review the results of 3 ], and at the same time introduce some
notation.

The controllability matrix of a pair A and L Cp x is defined by

K(A,L)=(L,AL, ,AP-L)
and the observability matrix of (B, R), R e CTM is given by

R

D(B,R)=
RB

RB-The pair (A, L) is called controllable if rank K(A, L) p and (B, R) is observable if
rank D(B, R) q.

THEOREM 1.1 3 ]. Let C LR be a full-rankfactorization and assume that (1. l)
has a unique solution X; then

(1.3)
rank X-<min {rank K(A,L), rank D(B,R)}

min { rank K(A, C), rank D(B, R) }.
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In the case where rank C we have equality in (1.3). Part of the next theorem
has been proved by Hearon in [5].

THEOREM 1.2 [3]. Suppose C lr v O, Cpl, r e C TMq, and let (1. l) have a
unique solution. Then we have:

(1.4) (a)
(b)

rank X min { rank K(A, l), rank D(B, r) }.
In the case p q the solution X is nonsingular if and only if (A, l) is
controllable and B, r) is observable.

Let a(z) ao + + ap-Z
p- + zp be the characteristic polynomial of A, and

let X1, ),p be its eigenvalues. Similarly, let b(z) bo + + bq_ lZ
q- + z and

tl, , tu be the characteristic polynomial and the eigenvalues of B. Then (1.1) has a
solution for any C (which is necessarily unique) if and only if

(1.5) }ki--ldkg:O, i= 1, ...,p, k= 1, ,q.

To a(z) and b(z) we associate the companion matrices

0 0 -ao
Fa 0 -al

0 -ap_

0 0

Pb= 0 0 (fb) T"
-bo -bl be-1

The matrix

(1.6) Ma

al a2 ap-i

a2

api 0

is a "symmetrizer" of Fa, i.e.,

(1.7) FaMa=MaFTa.
THEOREM 1.3 3 ]. (a) The equation

(1.8) F,H- nPb 1, O, ,0) r( 1, O, ..., 0
is consistent ifand only if(1.5) holds.

(b The unique solution of 1.8 ), if it exists, is given by

(1.9a) H=-[MaOp(q_v)]a(Fb)- ifq>=p
or

O(p_ q) q

With the matrix H, any solution of (1.1) can be expressed as a finite sum. As usual
the Kronecker product of two matrices P (Pik) and Q is P (R) Q (PikQ).
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THEOREM 1.4 3 ]. If (1.5) holds and C LR, then the unique solution of (1.1) is
given by

p-lq-I

(1.10) X , hikAiCB’=K(A,L)(H(R)I)D(B,R)
i=Ok=O

where H hik) is the solution of (1.8).
Can we extend the preceding results to the general equation (1.2)? We will show that

Theorems 1.1, 1.3 (a), and 1.4 are special cases of more general results. For the equation

(1.11) X-AXB= C

we will derive an explicit solution that is a counterpart to (1.9) in Theorem 1.3(b). As
Jameson’s trick [6] does not seem to work for (1.11), our approach has to be different
from that of [3]. An analogue of Theorem 1.2 is valid for (1.11), but, as the following
example shows, it does not hold in general for (1.2). Consider the equation

(1.12) X-A2XB2 ele
with

0 0
A= 0

0

The unique solution of (1.12) is

and

0 B=A T
el 0

0 0

X diag (1,0, 1)

rank X= 2 < rank K(A, el rank D(B, elr) 3.

Hence in this case (1.4) does not hold, although the pairs (A, el) and (B T, el) are
controllable.

2. The general equation. The following criterion is due to Sylvester [8 ]. Put
p-lq-I

(2.1) f(x,Y) E E fkxiyk.
i=0k=0

LEMMA 2.1. The equation

p--lq-I

(1.2) , fAiXBk C
i=0 k=0

has a unique solution for every C ifand only if
(2.2) f(h,#)#0

for all eigenvalues h ofA andfor all eigenvalues tt ofB.
Equations where the matrix C is of rank one are important; we refer the reader to

3 for two examples.
THEOREM 2.2. Assume rank C and (A, C) is controllable and (B, C) is ob-

servable. Then (1.2) is consistent ifand only if(2.2) holds.
Proof Suppose (1.2) has a solution X. We want to show that under the given as-

sumptions (2.2) holds. If u and v are eigenvectors ofA and B such that uA hu and
By try, then

f( , u) uxv uCv.
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A full rank factorization of C is of the form C lr with I e Cp and r e C , and
(A, l) is controllable and (B, r) is observable. Hence (see, e.g., [13 ]) u(A M) 0
implies ul 4: O. Similarly we have rv 4: 0. Therefore uCv 4 0, andf(X, ) 4: 0.

COROLLARY 2.3. The equation
p-lq-I

(2.3) , , fkFaHP=(1,O, ,0)T(1,0, ,0)
i=0k=0

is consistent ifand only if (2.2) holds.
The matrix H in (2.3) leads to an explicit representation of solutions.
THEOREM 2.4. Assume that the solvability condition (2.2) is satisfied. Then the

unique solution of (1.2) is oftheform

(2.4)
p-lq-I

X , , hikAiCBk=K(A,I)(H(R)C)D(B,I)
i=0k=0

where H is given by (2.3).
Proof We note that

AK(A I) K(A I) Fa (R) I),

D(B,I)B (’t,(R) I)D(B,I).
It is easy to verify that the matrix X in (2.4) is a solution.

Djaferis and Mitter 2 derive the finite series solution (2.4) by an algebraic method,
which we describe as follows: Let k denote the ideal in C [x, y] generated by a(x) and
b(y), and let V[g(x, y)] be the set of zeros ofg(x, y) in C 2. Condition (2.2) can now
be expressed in other equivalent forms.

THEOREM 2.5 [2]. Thefollowing statements are equivalent:

()
(2)
(3)

(2.2) f(;p,#)4:0, p= 1,...,p, a= 1,...,q.
v[f(x, y)] q Via(x)] fq rib(y)] .
f(x, g) is a unit in C[x, y]/p.

In particular, if

is a polynomialfor which

(2.5)

then

m

h(x, y) , , hixiy
i=0k=0

f(x,y)h(x,y)=-- l(mod b),

m

X hiA iCBk
i=0k=0

is the unique solution of (1.2).
THEOREM 2.6. Under condition (2.2) there exists a uniquepolynomial h(x, y) such

that (2.5) holds and the degree ofh is less than p in x and less than q in y. IfH is the
solution of (2.3), then

(2.6) h(x, y) (1,x, ,xp- )n Y.
yq-1
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Proof. The uniqueness of such an h is proved in 2 ]. We check that the polynomial
given by (2.6) satisfies (2.5). We have

(1,x, ,xv- )Fa (1,x, xv- )x- a(x)(O, ,0, 1).

Hence

Similarly,

(1,X, ,Xp- )F(1,x, ,xp- 1)xi(mod p).

p .Y yk .Y (mod p).

If we multiply (2.3) from the left by (1, x,... ,x-) and from the right by
(1, y, y- ) r, we obtain (2.5).

To estimate the rank of X we write C as a product: C LR, L C’, R
C"q. Then

K(A,I)(H(R)LR)D(B,I) K(A,I)(I(R)L)(H(R)I)(I(R)R)D(B,I)
(2.7) K(A,L)(Y(R)I)D(B,R).

If C LR is a full rank factorization, then

rank K(A,L)=rank K(A,C) and rank D(B,R)=rank D(B,C).

THEOREM 2.7. Suppose the equation

p-lq-1, AiXB LR
i=0k=0

has a unique solution X. Then

(2.8) rank Xmin { rank K(A,L), rank D(B,R) }.

Proo The bound (2.8) follows immediately from (2.4) and (2.7). We will ve a
second proof, to be used in 3. There exist nonsingular matrices S and T such that (see,
e.g., [131)

0 A.]’ 0

TBT_= ( B, O) RT_I=(R,O
B2 B2

where (A, L) and (B, R) are controllable and

(2.9) p =rank K(A,L), q =rank D(B,R).

Then

Let

AC1 pl, LCptn,

Ba-Cqql, R.Cnql

S-1CT- ( LRO )"
S XT- (xz X 2

]
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be partitioned conformably. The block X2 is the unique solution of the homoge-
neous equation

2XzB2 =0.
k

Therefore X2 0, which in turn yields X12 0 and X2 0. Hence

S-XT= (Xo ) Xl aPl ql

and (2.8) follows from (2.9).
We mention without proof that we can obtain an estimate of type (2.8) for a more

general equation

p-I

(2.10) ., AiXBi C.
i=0

For basic facts on (2.10) we refer to [11].

3. X AXB C with rank C 1. The equations

(1.11) X-AXB C

and AX- XB C have many features in common. We mention only Roth’s removal
theorem 9 or parallel results for the Lyapunov matrix equations A rx + XA P and
X- A rXA P in stability and inertia theory (see, e.g., [12]). Therefore we can expect
that Theorem 1.2 also holds for (1.11) even if it cannot be extended to the general
equation (1.2). The following two examples shall illustrate that the case rank C
deserves attention.

Notation. Let

0
0

(3.1) N

0 qxq

be a nilpotent Jordan block. Put

0

P=

To the complex polynomial

we associate

(3.3)

(3.4)

b( z) bo + + bq_ Zq- ._ zq

b(Z) zqb(z-l), i.e.,

b(z) + bq_ z+ + boZq.
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Example 1. Let c be a complex polynomial with deg c _-< q. The Bezoutian F

(1 z zq- 1) r Y b( z)c(y) b(y)c( z)

yi_ z- y

For a matrix X C a the following assertions are equivalent [7]:
(i) X l(b, c) for some nonzero polynomial c;
(ii) X NXff’ b bq_ !) rr for some nonzero r C a.
Example 2. Let b in (3.2) be a real polynomial. The Schur-Cohn matrix

Db=F(b,b)P,
which gives information about the location of the roots of b, satisfies

X-FbXF (x ,xa r(x l, ,Xql ).

If Db is nonsingular, then the number of positive (respectively, negative) eigenvalues of
Db is equal to the number of roots of b with modulus less (respectively, greater) than 1.

The main result of this section is a counterpart of (1.9). We need several auxiliary
results.

LEMMA 3.1 (see, e.g., 11 ]). Assume

(3.5) ,o#, 41, O=I,’",P, a=l,-..,q.

Then the unique solution of (1.11) is given by

(3.6) X=- (zl-A)-lC(l-zB)-l dz

where all the eigenvalues Xp ofA are in the interior ofthe simple closed curve A and all
the zeros ofdet (I- zB are outside ofA.

LEMMA 3.2. Let Ma be defined by (1.6). Then

zl- Fa)- (1, O, O = a(.z)... Ma(1, z zp-

Proof We recall (1.7) and note that

(1,z, ,z- )(zI-Fa)- =(0, ,O,a(z)).

LEMMA 3.3 4 ]. Let 3, be a contour containing all zeros ofa(z) in its interior. Then

(3.7) z- r( z-2ri a(z)Ma(l’z’ ) 1,z, )dz=I.

We now consider the special case of (2.3).
THEOREM 3.4. Suppose condition (3.5) holds. Assume p >= q. Then the unique

solution H ofthe equation

(3.8)

kas tkeform

(3.9)

H- F,HP= (1,0, ..., 0)r(1,0, .-., 0)

H= b(Fa)-’ ( I )b(N).O(p-q)q

F(b, c) is defined by
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Proof. With the representation (3.6) we have

H=- (zI--Fa)-’(1,O,’’’,o)T(1,O,’’’,O)(I--z-lPb)dZ.

From Lemma 3.2 we get

A Ma(1 zp-I)T(z-I 1)Mdz.H=’ a(z)b(z)
Because of (3.5) the polynomials a and b are coprime:

(3.10) ad+ bg=
for some d, g e C[z]. Therefore

Note that

A g(z) T(H=-i h(z) Ma(1, ,zp 1, ,zq- )PMbdz.

2ri a(z) (1’ zp 1)Tdz=FTa
a(z)

(1 zp I)Tdz"

Hence

H=g(Fa)’i a(z)
(1, ,zq- 1, zp- T( 1, Zq 1) dzPMb.

From (3.10) it follows that b(Fa)g(Fa) I. Lemma 3.3 yields

Ma

The matrix

can be written as

’zP-I)T(I’ ’Zq-l)da=
O(p--q) Xq

PMb bo_ 0

bl bq_

PM3 I+ bu_ iN+ + biN- "it- boNq b(N).
We can also verify directly that the matrix (3.9) is a solution: obviously

b(Fa)(1, 0, 0) T= (1,bq_ 1, ,bl, O, ..., O) r,
(1,0, ,0)ml =(0, ,0, 1).

Equation (3.8) follows from

(P, O)T-Fa(P, O)TFb=(1,bq 1, ,bl,0, ,0)T(0, ,0, 1).

Hence (3.9) is valid for matrices over an arbitrary field, provided the polynomials a and
are coprime.

With the matrix H in (3.9) we obtain the analogue of Theorem 1.2.
THEOREM 3.5. Suppose C lr q: O, l Cp 1, r C 1, and let

(1.1 l) X-AXB= C

have a unique solution. Then we have thefollowing:
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(a) rank X min { rank K(A, l), rank D(B, r) }.
b In the casep q the solution X is nonsingular ifand only if(A, l) is controllable

and (B, r) is observable.
Proof From the second proof of Theorem 2.7, it suffices to prove (a) for the case

where (A, l) is controllable and (B, r) is observable. Then the matrices

and

are nonsingular,

K-AK F,,

K=(l, Al, ,Ap-ll)

r

K-I (1, 0, 0) , DBD-I Pb, rD- (1,0, ,0).

IfX is the solution of (1.11), then H K-IXD-l satisfies (3.8). In the case p >- q we
have (3.9). Because of b(0) the factor b(N) in (3.9) is nonsingular and rank H
q, which completes the proof.
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Note added in lroof. Theorem 2.4 can already be found in the following paper:
N. J. Young, Formulae for the solution ofLyapunov matrix equations, Internat. J. Control,
31 (1980), pp. 159-179.
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